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קצה סעיף אסימן   

COMBINING GROUPS FOR A ZIMUN 

by Dr. Eli Franck 

The Mechaber rules that two groups in the 

same house who wish to combine to make a 

zimun may do so provided that at least some of 

the participants of both groups see each other. 

The Mechaber, however, adds an important 

caveat - initially both groups must have clear 

intention to combine their meals and make a 

zimun together. The Mishna Berura1 brings the 

view of the achronim that an intention to 

combine will not in fact be required in the case 

where they are eating in the one house. 

The rishonim raise an important difficulty with 

the aforementioned halacha of the Mechaber.  

The Mishna Berura2 states that the Halachos 

governing the creation of a kevius in regard to 

the brocho of hamotzi are one and the same 

with those pertaining to Zimun. This is 

evidenced by the fact that the Shulchan Aruch 

repeats almost verbatim the halachic definition 

of a kevias for travelers in both siman 167 seif 

12 by Hilchos betzias hapas and here in siman 

193 seif 3 by Hilchos Zimun.  The same kevius 

which is required to satisfy another person’s 

obligation in the bracha of hamotzi applies to 

joining together for a zimun. 

If this is the case, let us examine the halacha 

brought down in Siman 167 seif 11 which 

requires those partaking of a meal to be seated 

at the one table in order for one person to 
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satisfy the obligation of the participants in the 

brocho of hamotzi. The Biur Halacha there (D”H 

elo im kayn) brings down the Mogen Avrohom 

who holds like this as well, while the Gra holds 

that 2 separate tables in the same room is also 

enough provided those at the 2 tables are 

members of the same family. All agree however 

that people who are otherwise unrelated 

cannot combine for the bracha of hamotzi and 

it would seem that the same applies to forming 

a group for the purposes of zimun. 

In light of this, how is it possible to even begin 

to understand our halacha that 2 separate 

groups eating at different tables in the same 

house may combine for zimun as long as they 

see each other? How does the precondition of 

“seeing each other” help to create a kvius for 

Zimun? 

This problem in turn leads us to further examine 

the exact circumstances described in our siman. 

There are 2 possible scenarios to be 

considered: 

1. Two groups each more than 3 who can each 

make their own zimun but who wish to combine 

to form a larger group. (scenario 1) 

2. Two groups each less than 3 people seated 

at different tables and who wish to combine to 

form a Zimun.  A variation on this case is 2 

groups of 5 people seated at separate tables 

who cannot make a zimun with Hashem’s name 

unless they combine. (scenario 2)  
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The Biur Halacha in siman 195 D”H shtei 

chaburos brings down the opinion of the 

Rashbash (son of the better known Tashbetz) 

who says that to create a zimun de novo for 2 

groups who each cannot do it alone (scenario 

2), is indeed not possible at all unless they are 

seated at the one table. This is consistent with 

the previously mentioned Halacha in siman 167   

that requires one table for combining 2 groups 

in regard to hamotzi and by extension zimun.  

According to the Rashbash the permission 

granted in this siman relates 

only to scenario 1 whereby 

the connection created 

between the groups is not 

in regard to the obligation 

to bentch with a zimun (that 

already exists for both groups independently) 

but rather to enable one group to merely satisfy 

the obligation in zimun for the other.  In this 

case, it is therefore enough for some of the 

participants at one table to be able to see the 

other. The Mechaber will add the additional 

requirement that they all had initial intention to 

combine at the end whereas the achronim 

brought down by the Mishna Berura do not 

require this.   

The Rashba however holds that if there is 

intention to combine then a new zimun may be 

created even in scenario 2 despite the fact that 

the members of the group are seated at 

separate tables.   In scenario 1 however, the 

Mechaber will hold that the “intention to 

combine” requirement still applies whereas the 

achronim hold that there is no such 

requirement.  To be sure, even the achronim 

who are lenient not to require an initial 

intention to combine as quoted by the Mishna 

Berura, will agree that in scenario 2 , this would 

be required . 

The Minchas Yitchok in chelek 8 siman 8 writes 

that the Minhag Haolom is to adopt the 

leniency of the Rashba. Hence, bochurim 

learning a in a yeshiva who eat in a common 

dining hall can rely on the opinion of the Rashba 

to allow small groups at separate tables to 

combine for zimun (scenario 2). In his opinion 

the social context of bochurim in a yeshiva is 

enough to satisfy the “intention to combine” 

critera. It may even be that there is an 

automatic presumption that they intend to 

combine just because the 

halacha requires this to be 

the case in order to create a 

zimun under these 

circumstances.  

In the case of those eating in the dining room  

of a  hotel  or in restaurants however, it would 

seem that even according to the Rashba there 

would be no justification to combine tables as 

there is clearly no intention to combine 

between people who are otherwise completely 

unrelated. 

Interestingly the Shevet Halevi, chelek 10 

siman 38 os 2 does seem to take into account 

the opinion of the Rashbash.   The questioner is 

interested to know the justification for having a 

zimun with a “shem” even though there are not 

10 people seated at the head table. The Shevet 

Halevi answers that in truth invitees to a 

wedding are not classified as multiple separate 

groups at different tables but rather as one 

group only. The fact that people sit at different  

tables is not so much  about separating  people 

from one another ( see Biur Halacha  siman 167 

D”H Elo Im Kayn)   but rather as a more  

efficient way to cater for large numbers of 

people . The restriction relating to zimun for 2 

groups at separate tables   as described in our 

siman is thus not related to this scenario. 

 



   By Ari Traurig

 סימן קצ

Drinking from the cup of wine at the end of bentching (“kos shel bracha”) 

The usual practice is that the person (termed the Mevarech) that leads the bentching and holds the 

cup during the bentching also makes the bracha rishona “borei pri hagofen” and drinks from the cup 

the quantity of a reviis3 (Mechaber 3)4. This is to fulfil the basic requirement to say the bentching 

over a cup of wine5.  

However beyond the basic requirement, there is a ‘mitzvah min hamuvchar’ for everyone else 

(termed the Mesubim) to drink even just a tiny bit from the ‘kos shel bracha’ (MB 17). 

In order to take part in this mitzvah, the wine must not be ‘pagum’, i.e. no-one has drunk from the 

cup previously. Additionally in certain cases the Mesubim must not drink before the Mevarech has 

drunk. This is explained in the following chart.  

Scenario6 Halacha 

There is only one cup, held by the 
Mevarech. The Mesubim will be drinking 

from that same cup 

The Mesubim should wait until the Mevarech 
drinks first and then may drink from that cup 

afterwards (MB 4). 
As they are all drinking from the very same cup 

there is no problem of pagum (MB 182:24) 

The Mesubim have empty cups. After the 
Mevarech has made the bracha rishona he 
will pour from his cup into the empty cups, 

before he actually drinks from his cup 

The Mesubim should wait until the Mevarech 
drinks first and then may drink from their cup 

(MB 4). 

The Mesubim have their own cups with wine in 
them that was already poured into them before 

bentching, and the wine in their cups is not 
pagum 

In this case, the Mesubim can drink from their own 
cups and do not need to wait for the Mevarech to 

drink from his cup (MB 5). 

The Mesubim have their own cups with wine in 
them that was already poured into them before 

bentching, however the wine in their cups is 
pagum 

The Mesubim must wait for the Mevarech to pour 
from his cup (before he drinks from his cup) to their 
cups, thereby ‘fixing’ the pagum problem with their 
wine, and they must also wait for the Mevarech to 

drink first (MB 7) 

                                                           
3 The minimum quantity is actually a cheekful (m’lo lugmov) however it is advised to drink a reviis in order to avoid a doubt 
regarding the bracha achrona (Mechaber 3). 
4 In truth the Mevarech does not have to actually drink from the cup, as long as another person heard the bracha rishona from 
the Mevarech and had in mind to be yotze the bracha, that other person can drink from the cup instead. The other person must 
drink the same quantity that the Mevarech would have drunk, i.e. reviis, see previous footnote (see Mechaber 4, and Beiur Halacha 
s.v. yitom).   
5 See Siman 182 and Dirshu 3 for the status of this obligation nowadays. 
6 For simplicity, the Mevarech in the chart is also the person that is making the bracha rishona on the cup and drinking the 
obligatory amount. The Mesubim just want to fulfil the mitzvah min hamuvchar. 
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The Weekly Shmiras HaLashon  

 (Based on Sefer Chofetz Chaim – Dirshu edition)

 Sometimes one is allowed to listen to Lashon Hara. 

Reuven sees that Shimon is feeling very agitated about 

something Levi did, and is likely to go spread his 

Lashon Hara to others who will believe his story. 

Reuven is allowed to listen to Shimon tell him what is 

bothering him, as Reuven has the ability to calm 

Shimon down so that he will not go and spread Lashon 

Hara to other people. This may only be done if Reuven 

will not believe the Lashon Hara as fact (Chofetz Chaim 

6:4). This halachah also applies when Shimon in his 

anger is likely to tell a lot of people this Lashon Hara, 

but after having been calmed down by Reuven he will 

only tell a few people. In this case, too, Reuven has 

permission to listen, as his listening is considered 

constructive (p. 353, note 25). 

 

 In order to avoid listening to Lashon Hara one should 

even be ready to put his fingers in his ears. (See 

Chofetz Chaim (6:5) who discusses, what should be 

done in a situation where one is simply too 

embarrassed to do that [although in truth, it is 

preferable to be called a shoteh for one’s entire life and 

not to be a rasha in front of Hashem for even a short 

amount of time]). [Ed. note: the condition of putting 

one’s fingers in his ears, can be accomplished with ear-

plugs or ear-phones listening to a shiur as well, and 

therefore does not have to be embarrassing, R’ 

Yitzchak Zilbershtein (Vavei Ha’amudim 39:9)]. This 

requirement even applies when the words are 

considered Lashon Hara only for the listener and not 

for the speaker [i.e. Reuven is talking for a to’eles 

purpose with his friend Shimon and Levi is overhearing 

the conversation. Levi should block out the 

conversation from reaching his ears] (R’ Nissim 

Karelitz). However, this halachah is only referring to 

definite Lashon Hara. If one is unsure whether or not 

people will start speaking Lashon Hara one is not 

obligated to block his ears until they actually start 

speaking Lashon Hara (R’ Nissim Karelitz) (p. 357, note 

34). 
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